Fragrance and Technology

UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL
OF FRAGRANCE
DIFFUSION
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MAKING INTERIORS SMELL AS
GOOD AS THEY LOOK
Aromatise Living Space

Improving your quality of life is about

a leather arm chair. Experts in defining the

enabling the hidden potential in everything.

olfactive identity of spaces and interiors,

Addressing all the senses.

This is the Aromatise ambition.

Aromatise fragrance curators will work with

Have you ever entered a space and
instantly felt at home, or quite the opposite,
uncomfortable or anxious?
The reason why is not always an evidence,
be it the colours, the lighting, the furniture
or perish the thought.. the SMELL! A badly
aligned interior may have you longing for
more or running for the door.
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you and for you (or your interior designer),
Aromatise Fragrance Diffusion Technology

in identifying that engaging final touch.

believe in the art of aligning those senses,
with the help of the often forgotten sense

With premium French Perfumes and state

of smell.

of the art fragrance diffusion technology,

“It is amazing what a good scent can do.
Aromatise has put a smile on our guests
faces.”

we will assist you in designing the olfactive
completion of any living space. We provide
you with the tools and knowledge required
to take your environment to the next level.

Eveline, Amala Spa Hyatt
Now, ask yourself the question. Are you

As science will tell you, smells create an

ready to design with a poetic touch?

immediate psychological impact, they

As you walk into a room a poetic eruption

trigger our memories and emotions, which

can engage you and instantly transport you.

in turn control our reactions.

Imagine the silent and invisible diffusion

Do call us and speak to us personally for

of that perfect smell - the sweetness of

an easy first consultation or visit us on our

freshly picked cherries or the warm hug of

website.

+44.1223.894207

info@aromatise.co.uk

www.aromatise.co.uk
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